Unity™ Alert

Automatic QC Status Notification Tool to Help Monitor Instrument Performance
Unity™ Alert

Automatic QC Status Notification Tool

- Notifications of missing QC runs can help to ensure proper monitoring of instrument performance.
- Notifications of new violations can be useful for troubleshooting and monitoring problem analytes.
- Setting up alert rules is easy and flexible, and can even be set up for specific instruments or tests.
- Lab supervisors and managers can receive emails remotely and stay informed regarding QC issues experienced in their laboratory even while they are out of the office.
- The color-coded displays on the Unity™ Alert client are helpful to draw attention to the most urgent QC issues.
- Unity™ Alert notifications are provided even when Unity Real Time® 2 is not in use.
- Unity™ Alert is available with Unity Real Time® 2.

Unity™ Alert provides a color-coded display for QC failures, helping draw attention to the most urgent issues.

Unity™ Alert can identify missing QC runs and indicate the delay since the test was last run, helping to ensure proper monitoring of instrument performance.

Unity™ Alert is part of the Unity™ Interlaboratory Program suite of data management products. Participation in the Unity™ Interlaboratory Program can help improve the quality of your laboratory test results and help you meet regulatory and accreditation requirements worldwide. You may also subscribe to one of our Unity™ QC Data Management Solutions designed to improve the effectiveness of your statistical process control.

Ask your Bio-Rad Account Representative for more information.

Discover the power of Unity™ Solutions at www.QCNet.com.